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Abstract

This article formulates five relative systems to evaluate the charge
of self-refutation with regard to global relativism. It is demonstrated that all
five of these systems support models with at least one thoroughly relativistic
perspective. However, when these systems are extended to include an operator
expressing the valuation of statements in a perspective, only one relative system,
based on a nonnormal modal logic, supports a thoroughly relativistic perspective.

1 Introduction

The question of whether global relativism is self-refuting has been explored by
means of formal systems in two notable attempts. The system RL formulated by
Hales models a relativity operator on strict analogy with the possibility operator of
modal logic, with the peculiar consequence that what is absolute in this system is
also relative, arguing that this is a way to model a consistent form of relativism, in
Hales [5, 6]. By contrast, Bennigson models a relativity operator more properly on
the notion of contingency rather than possibility, with less peculiar results, arguing
that the usual problems of self-refutation that appear to arise from such a system reflect “principally the limitations of the proposed system for modeling, not any reason
to conclude that global relativism is incoherent,” Bennigson [1, p. 20].
The approach I take here is to explore five different relative systems, each of which
will ultimately be extended to include an additional operator suggested by a key argument for the self-refutation of relativism. I consider the question of self-refutation
in terms of whether there can be a thoroughly relativistic perspective within one of
these relative systems, and I demonstrate that there is a system with a model that
supports such a perspective, even with the extension of an operator that expresses
the valuation of relative and absolute statements within a perspective.
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2 Five Relative Systems

I suggest that the question of self-refutation with regard to relativism cannot properly
be answered on the basis of a single formulation of a relative system. On the one
hand, if that single system can be demonstrated to be self-refuting, that does not
preclude the formulation of another system that is not self-refuting. On the other
hand, if that single system can be demonstrated not to be self-refuting, there seems
to be some need to explain why relativism has commonly been thought to be selfrefuting, which might be explained on the basis of another system that represents a
more common conception of relativism.1
Consequently, my strategy with regard to the question of self-refutation of relativism is to explore a wide range of relative systems, and my strategy in generating
these systems is to start with a simple relative system and to see how various features
of that simple system can be further relativized to yield increasingly more complex
systems.
Consider, then, the following five relative systems.
2.1 RL1: Simple Relativity Semantics RL1 is a system that models a single kind of

relativity.
2.1.1 Syntax The language of RL1 consists of

(i) an infinite number of sentence letters: s1 ; s2 ; s3 ; : : : ;
(ii) grouping symbols: (, ); and
(iii) two relativity operators: rel./ and abs./.
The well-formed formulas of RL1 are defined as follows:
(a) All sentence letters are well-formed formulas.
(b) If ˛ is a well-formed formula, then so are rel.˛/ and abs.˛/.
2.1.2 Semantics An interpretation of RL1 is a structure hM; R; vi, where
(i) M is a relativizing domain in the form of a nonempty set of relativizing factors,
(ii) R is a binary relation on M , and
(iii) v is a function that assigns truth values to statements relative to elements in
M , with the relativity operators assigned values as follows:
vm .rel.˛// D 1 iff vm0 .˛/ ¤ vm00 .˛/ for some m0 and m00 where mRm0 and
mRm00 ; and D 0 otherwise:
vm .abs.˛// D 1 iff vm0 .˛/ D vm00 .˛/ for all m0 and m00 where mRm0 and
mRm00 ; and D 0 otherwise:
2.1.3 Comments This system provides fairly simple support for modeling the relativity operators, where the analogy with the semantics for the modality of possibility
and necessity is clear. Note, however, that the semantics for the relativity operators
do not correspond directly to the standard modal operators ˙ and , as in Hales’s
system RL. The rel./ and abs./ operators are modeled as contradictories here, since
if abs.˛/ = 0, then there must be some m0 and m00 such that mRm0 and mRm00 where
vm0 .˛/ ¤ vm00 .˛/, which is precisely the condition for rel.˛/ = 1.
Notably absent from this system are the usual logical connectives .:; ^; _; ; /,
which may seem to be an unacceptable omission. However, the reason for this omission is that the conception of entailment may vary according to each perspective indicated by some m 2 M . Since the semantics of the logical operators would therefore
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Figure 1 Sample RL1 System.

effectively be relativized to the relativizing domain, there is no systemwide behavior
of these operators to be modeled. Considered independently from the overall relative
system, particular perspectives may have their own semantics for logical operators,
but since these semantics may not be common for all perspectives, these logical
features drop out of the overall system. Consequently, statements containing these
logical operators are valued as propositional parameters, rather than analyzing them
further into atomic statements and connectives.
RL1 and the following systems are formulated as sentence logics without predication or quantification, for the sake of simplicity. I suggest that the omission or
addition of these features will not affect the behavior of the two relativity operators.
Yet if the usual logical connectors are excluded from these systems because the semantics for these symbols may vary accordingly by perspective, then it would seem
that the semantics for the quantification operators should likewise vary according to
those perspectives. If there is variation in the semantics for quantification, then it
seems that there would indeed be some obstacle in extending these relative systems
to include predication and quantification, contrary to my previous suggestion. If the
possibility of adding quantification is precluded from these systems, then there may
be further concerns about the expressibility of the thesis of global relativism within
the systems, for example, in the form of the statement ‘.8˛/rel.˛/’.
Yet I think these concerns may be circumvented if any difference in semantics
for quantification and predication between perspectives is implemented according
to the pattern of a nonnormal modal logic, as will be done with the relativity operators in system RL5 below. According to a nonnormal system of predication,
elements of the relativizing domain would be divided into normal and nonnormal
quantificational classes, where the valuations of sentences according to the normal
elements would follow the standard semantics for predication and quantification, and
the nonnormal elements would assign values to the quantificational symbols arbitrarily in accordance with their deviant conception of quantification. Of course, if the
quantificational symbols could be modeled this way, then it would seem that the remaining logical operators could be modeled in the same way. Unfortunately, this
implementation would result in an extremely complex formal system, even for the
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simplest relative system, RL1. Furthermore, the implementation of nonnormal semantics for the usual connectives and quantifiers would affect only the valuation of
the base statements to which the relativity operators are applied. So for the purposes
of modeling the relativity operators, statements containing these connectives and
quantifiers could effectively be treated merely as propositional parameters, thereby
avoiding needless complexity.
In this way, the thesis of global relativism could thereby be expressed in an extended system of RL1 that includes predication and quantification. Within the formulation of RL1 as a sentence logic as presented here, however, the thesis of global
relativism would be expressed merely as one of the sentence letters, such as sr , which
would be valued true or false in various perspectives. While the representation of the
thesis of global relativism as a mere sentence letter seems to leave the logical behavior of the instance of the relativity operator rel./ unanalyzed within sr , possibly
raising concerns about equivocation in the statement of relativism, I suggest that this
representation be understood merely as an expedient that stands in place of a full
implementation of nonnormal quantification.
Given the absence of logical connectors and quantifiers from RL1 as presented,
no axioms including those symbols are included in the system. Even if RL1 were extended to include a nonnormal implementation of these symbols, the deviance in the
semantics of these symbols suggests that no axioms would be acceptable universally
across all perspectives. While it is tempting to think that modeling the two relativity operators as contradictories should warrant the inclusion of an axiom expressing that relationship, such an axiom would need to rely on some logical connector,
most probably the biconditional, and a difference in the conception of that connector
would preclude universal acceptability of such an axiom.
With regard to proof theory, consider two possible rules of inference employing
the relativity operators, suggested on analogy with the Rule of Necessitation in modal
logics of possibility and necessity:
Rule of Absolution:

If ` ˛ then ` abs.˛/

(1)

Rule of Relativization:

If ` ˛ then ` rel.˛/

(2)

Since there are no axioms in RL1, these rules hold vacuously. Consequently, nothing
can be proved on the basis of these rules. Nor do any other rules of inference seem
appropriate here. Even if the system were extended to include the usual logical
connectors and quantifiers, the potential deviance in the conception of the connectors
would cast doubt on the universality across perspectives of any rules of inference
based on these connectors. For this reason, no proof theory will be provided for RL1
or any of the other systems presented below.2
2.2 RL2: Multiple Relativities RL2 is a system that models several kinds of rela-

tivity, with multiple relativizing domains and multiple corresponding accessibility
relations.
2.2.1 Syntax The language of RL2 consists of
(i) an infinite number of sentence letters: s1 ; s2 ; s3 ; : : : ;
(ii) grouping symbols: (, );
(iii) a finite number n of specific relativity operators: rel1 ./, rel2 ./, . . . , reln ./;
abs1 ./, abs2 ./, . . . , absn ./; and
(iv) two general relativity operators: rel./ and abs./.
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reli ():
Ri
m1 , m2 , . . . , mi , . . . , mn
m1 , m2 , . . . , m0i , . . . , mn

m1 , m2 , . . . , m00i , . . . , mn

Figure 2 Sample RL2 System.

The well-formed formulas of RL2 are defined as follows:
(a) All sentence letters are well-formed formulas.
(b) If ˛ is a well-formed formula, then so are rel.˛/, abs.˛/, reli .˛/, and
absi .˛/ for every 0 < i  n.
2.2.2 Semantics An interpretation of RL2 is a structure hM; R; vi, where
(i) M D hM1 ; M2 ; : : : ; Mn i, where each Mi is a relativizing domain in the form
of a nonempty set of relativizing factors,
(ii) R D hR1 ; R2 ; : : : ; Rn i, where each Ri is a binary relation on Mi , and
(iii) v is a function that assigns truth values to statements relative to combinations
of elements from each Mi , such as vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .s1 / D 1 or 0, each mi 2 Mi .
The relativity operators are assigned values as follows:
vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mi ;:::;mn .reli .˛// D 1 iff vm1 ;m2 ;:::;m0i ;:::;mn .˛/
¤ vm1 ;m2 ;:::;m00i ;:::;mn .˛/
for some m0i and m00i ; where mi Ri m0i and mi Ri m00i ; and D 0 otherwise:
vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mi ;:::;mn .absi .˛// D 1 iff vm1 ;m2 ;:::;m0i ;:::;mn .˛/
D vm1 ;m2 ;:::;m00i ;:::;mn .˛/
for all m0i and m00i ; where mi Ri m0i and mi Ri m00i ; and D 0 otherwise:
vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .rel.˛// D 1 iff vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .reli .˛// D 1
for some i and D 0 otherwise:
vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .abs.˛// D 1 iff vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .absi .˛// D 1
for all i and D 0 otherwise:
2.2.3 Comments This system concurrently models multiple varieties of relativity,

such as moral relativism, conceptual relativism, and the special theory of relativity.
Each kind of relativity is indexed numerically, with separate relativizing domains and
separate corresponding accessibility relations. Even where the relativizing domains
are the same for two different kinds of relativity, for instance, where two different
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domains of discourse are both relative to cultures, it may be that the accessibility
relations still differ for some reason. Perhaps standards of theory evaluation are
shared with regard to one domain of discourse but are not shared with regard to
another, for example. However this situation may arise, relativizing domains and
accessibility relations are kept separate in this system.
The evaluation of a particular kind of relativity is always made with regard to a
compound perspective, namely, a perspective that is constructed from elements from
each relativizing domain. So if there are three relativizing domains, one containing
cultures, the second conceptual schemes, and the third inertial frameworks, a compound perspective would be that of a particular culture using a particular conceptual
scheme within a particular inertial framework. When evaluating cultural relativism
from a compound perspective, according to this example, the valuations of cultures
accessible to the evaluating culture are considered, but only those valuations where
the conceptual schemes and frameworks of inertial motion are the same as those of
the evaluating compound perspective. Alternate conceptual schemes accessible to
the compound perspective’s conceptual scheme are irrelevant to the evaluation of
cultural relativism, only to conceptual relativism. More generally, when a particular
kind of relativity is evaluated, valuations of accessible elements of the corresponding
relativizing domain are considered only where the elements of the other relativizing
domains are held constant.
The rationale behind the semantics of the two general relativity operators is that
a statement is generally relative if it is specifically relative in any way, and generally absolute if it is specifically absolute in every way and therefore relative in no
way. This system therefore enables the formulation of a claim of global relativism
in which everything is relative in the sense that every statement is relative according to some kind of relativity, though not necessarily that every statement is relative
according the same kind of relativity.
RL1 is clearly a special case of RL2 in which there is only a single kind of relativity.3
2.3 RL3: Relativized Accessibility Relations RL3 is a system that models a single

kind of relativity in which the accessibility relations are themselves relativized.
2.3.1 Syntax As in RL1.
2.3.2 Semantics An interpretation of RL3 is a structure hM; R; vi, where
(i) M is a relativizing domain in the form of a nonempty set of relativizing factors,
(ii) R D hRm1 ; Rm2 ; : : : ; Rmn i, where
(a) each mi 2 M ,
(b) each Rmi is a binary relation on M , and
(iii) v is a function that assigns truth values to statements relative to ordered pairs
of elements in M such as vm1 ;m2 .s1 / D 1 or 0 with the relativity operators
assigned values as follows:
vm1 ;m2 .rel.˛// D 1 iff vm1 ;m02 .˛/ ¤ vm1 ;m002 .˛/
for some m02 and m002 ; where m2 R1 m02 and m2 R1 m002 ; and D 0 otherwise:
vm1 ;m2 .abs.˛// D 1 iff vm1 ;m02 .˛/ D vm1 ;m002 .˛/
for all m02 and m002 ; where m2 R1 m02 and m2 R1 m002 ; and D 0 otherwise:
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Figure 3 Sample RL3 System from the perspective of m1 .

Rm2
m1
m2

m3

1 System from the perspective of m2 .
Figure 4 Sample RL3

2.3.3 Comments The valuation relative to ordered pairs hm; m0 i of elements in the

relativizing domain should be understood as the valuation of the statement for m0
relative to m’s perspective. In this example, call m the evaluating perspective and m0
the evaluated perspective. Where m D m0 , the valuation is for a perspective from its
own perspective. To make the relativization of accessibility relations in RL3 distinct
from RL1, the valuations of statements in perspectives must likewise be relativized to
these two perspectives. If valuations had been relativized simply to a single element
of the relativizing domain, then the semantics for the relativity operators would have
referenced only mRm m0 for valuations according to m, with the consequence that
the only elements of the relativized accessibility relations that were relevant to the
semantics were elements where the first term was the element of the relativizing
domain to which the relations were relativized, namely, m. In such a case, these
relativized relations could easily be reduced to a single accessibility relation in an
RL1 system without any variation in the valuations of the relativity operators.
This system permits the relativization of judgments of relativity itself to perspectives. The semantics permit the valuation of a statement to be relative for a perspective from its own perspective, but absolute for that perspective from another
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perspective. RL3 therefore represents a more radical kind of perspectivism than either RL1 or RL2. Since valuations are made for a perspective from a perspective,
this system seems particularly well suited to model what has come to be known
as assessor contextualism as opposed to agent contextualism, where judgments in
agent contextualism are made relative to the agent’s context, and judgments in assessor contextualism are made relative to an assessor’s context.4 Not only are the
valuations of atomic statements made relative to an assessor’s context here, but the
valuations of the relativity operators are likewise relativized by means of the relativized accessibility relations. This relativization can be given some sense by noting
that the conception of the meaning of these accessibility relations can vary according to perspectives. According to different conceptions of the nature and function of
these accessibility relations, the relations themselves will differ by perspective.
Here again, it seems that RL1 can be understood as a special case of RL3, where
the relativized accessibility relations are all identical and where the valuation of statements for m from the perspective of m0 are identical to the valuations of statements
for m from m’s own perspective.
2.4 RL4: Multiple Relativities and Relativized Accessibility Relations Systems RL2
and RL3 introduced two different complicating factors to produce more advanced
systems than RL1. Yet both of these complicating factors might likewise be modeled
within a single relative system. RL4 therefore models both several different kinds of
relativities and the relativization of accessibility relations.
2.4.1 Syntax As in RL2.
2.4.2 Semantics An interpretation of RL4 is a structure hM; R; vi, where

(i) M D hM1 ; M2 ; : : : ; Mn i, where each M1 is a relativizing domain in the
form of a nonempty set of relativizing factors;
hR1;p1 ,
hR2;p1 ,
(ii) R D h
h: : : ,
hRn;p1 ,

R1;p2 ,
R2;p2 ,
:::,
Rn;p2 ,

: : : , R1;pq i
: : : , R2;pq i
i, where
:::,
:::i
: : : , Rn;pq i

(a) each Ri;pj is a binary relation on Mi ,
(b) each pj is a combination of elements from each Mi such as
p1 D hm1 ; m2 ; : : : ; mn i,
(c) hp1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pq i is an enumeration of all compound perspectives; and
(iii) v is a function that assigns truth values to statements relative to ordered pairs
of pj such as vp1 ;p2 .s1 / D 1 or 0, with the relativity operators assigned
values as follows:
(a) vp1 ;p2 .reli .˛// D 1 iff vp1 ;p20 .˛/ ¤ vp1 ;p200 .˛/ for some p20 and p200 ,
where
- mj 2 p2 ; p20 ; p200 for all j ¤ i; and
- mi Ri;p1 m0i and mi Ri;p1 m00i where mi 2 p2 ; m0i 2 p20 ,
and m00i 2 p200 I
and = 0 otherwise.
(b) vp1 ;p2 .absi .˛// D 1 iff vp1 ;p20 .˛/ D vp1 ;p200 .˛/ for all p20 and p200 ,
where
- mj 2 p2 ; p20 ; p200 for all j ¤ i , and
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reli ():
Ri,p1
p1 : m1 , m2 , . . . , mi , . . . , mn
p2 : m1 , m2 , . . . , m0i , . . . , mn

p3 : m1 , m2 , . . . , m00i , . . . , mn

Figure 5 Sample RL4 System from the perspective of p1 .

reli ():
Ri,p2
p1 : m1 , m2 , . . . , mi , . . . , mn
p2 : m1 , m2 , . . . , m0i , . . . , mn

p3 : m1 , m2 , . . . , m00i , . . . , mn

Figure 6 Sample RL4 System from the perspective of p2 .

- mi Ri;p1 m0i and mi Ri;p1 m00i where mi 2 p2 , m0i 2 p20 ,
and m00i 2 p200 I
and = 0 otherwise.
(c) vp1 ;p2 .rel.˛// D 1 iff vp1 ;p2 .reli .˛// D 1 for some i , and = 0 otherwise.
(d) vp1 ;p2 .abs.˛// D 1 iff vp1 ;p2 .absi .˛// D 1 for all i , and = 0 otherwise.
2.4.3 Comments The use of pj as a symbol for a compound perspective hm1 ; m2 ;

: : : ; mn i is simply an attempt to increase the readability of this very complex semantic system, where the cross-relativizations can be difficult to follow. As in RL3,
valuations are always made to ordered pairs of perspectives, but as in RL2, these
perspectives are compound perspectives compounded out of one element from each
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relativizing domain associated with a specific kind of relativity. Call the first compound perspective in this ordered pair an evaluating context and the second an evaluated context. So a particular kind of relativity or absoluteness for a statement is
evaluated for an evaluated context from the perspective of an evaluating context.
A specific kind of relativity .reli .// is evaluated true in this way when there
are two evaluated contexts .p20 and p200 / that give different valuations when evaluated according to the evaluating context .p1 /, with the following conditions: (1) the
two evaluated contexts and the initial evaluated context .p2 / must all share elements
.mj / from every other relativizing domain besides the domain associated with the
specific kind of relativity being evaluated, and (2) the elements .m0i and m00i / of the
two evaluated contexts from the relativizing domain associated with the specific kind
of relativity being evaluated must both be accessible from the element .mi / of that
relativizing domain belonging to the initial evaluated context, according to the accessibility relation .Ri;p1 / for that kind of relativity according to the evaluating context.
Similarly for a specific kind of absoluteness. The general relativity operators follow
straightforwardly according to the pattern in RL2, but relativized to combinations of
evaluating and evaluated contexts.
RL1, RL2, and RL3 all form special cases of RL4. If n is 1, then there is only
a single kind of modality, and RL4 reduces to RL3. If each compound perspective
values sentences for other perspectives the same way that each perspective values
itself, and the accessibility relations are all identical, then the relativization of accessibility relations becomes trivial, and RL4 effectively reduces to RL2. If both of
these situations obtain, then RL4 effectively reduces to RL1. Given the complexity
of this system, however, it seems preferable for expository purposes to articulate the
three earlier systems prior to the presentation of this system.
2.5 RL5: Nonnormal Relativity Systems RL1 through RL4 above are all normal

modal systems. RL5 is a system that embodies a nonnormal modal logic, while
modeling a single kind of relativity with a single nonrelativized accessibility relation.
2.5.1 Syntax As in RL1.
2.5.2 Semantics An interpretation of RL5 is a structure hM; N; R; V i, where

(i) M is a relativizing domain in the form of a nonempty set of relativizing factors,
(ii) N is a subset of M ,
(iii) R is a binary relation on M , and
(iv) v is a function that assigns truth values to statements relative to elements in
M , with the relativity operators assigned values as follows:
(a) If m 2 N , then
- vm .rel.˛// D 1 iff vm0 .˛/ ¤ vm00 .˛/ for some m0 and m00 ,
where mRm0 and mRm00 ; and = 0 otherwise;
- vm .abs.˛// D 1 iff vm0 .˛/ D vm00 .˛/ for all m0 and m00 ,
where mRm0 and mRm00 ; and = 0 otherwise.
(b) If m … N , then
- vm .rel.˛// is arbitrary;
- vm .abs.˛// is arbitrary.
2.5.3 Comments Following the pattern of nonnormal modal logics, this system di-

vides the perspectives contained within M into two classes: normal perspectives
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Figure 7 Sample RL5 System.

where m 2 N , and nonnormal perspectives where m … N . The semantics for the
relativity operators are the same as in RL1 for normal perspectives, but for nonnormal perspectives, rel.˛/ and abs.˛/ are valued arbitrarily. Consequently, RL5
would be the relative analogue of the modal system S0.5.
This system is motivated by a consideration of the proposed Rule of Absolution
above in Section 2.1.3, formulated on analogy with the Rule of Necessitation in
modal logics of possibility and necessity, where modal systems accepting the Rule
of Necessitation are known as normal modal logics. The Rule of Absolution is not
a rule that is likely to be adopted within a thoroughly relativistic perspective, so it
would seem that any self-refutation argument that employed a logic presupposing
the Rule of Absolution would beg the question against relativism. Although none
of the systems RL1 through RL4 specify any proof theory for the reasons discussed
in Section 2.1.3, the semantics for those four earlier systems were analogous to the
semantics for normal modal logics. RL5 is therefore formulated explicitly to provide
the semantics of a nonnormal relative system.
RL1 is clearly a special case of RL5, where N D M . The same kinds of complications as in RL2 through RL4, namely, multiple relativities and relativized accessibility relations, might likewise be incorporated into nonnormal relative systems,
thus yielding three further systems, RL6, RL7, and RL8. Consequently, it would
seem that system RL8, featuring multiple relativities, relativized accessibility relations, and nonnormal semantics, should properly be considered the logic of relative
systems, since every other system would form a special case of RL8. However, for
the purposes of this article, it will be clearer to consider systems RL1 through RL5
separately, to focus first on the effects of each complicating factor in isolation, then
in combination in the case of RL4. Since the nonnormal features of RL5 appear
as exceptions to the normal semantics that hold only for nonnormal perspectives, it
does not seem that the combination of such nonnormal features with the other two
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complicating factors would pose any significant issues beyond the consideration of
those factors in isolation.
3 Self-Refutation

Not all charges of self-refutation against relativism can be addressed by means of
an analysis of particular logical systems such as self-refutation charges based upon
the nature of language. With regard to those self-refutation charges for which logical analysis is feasible, an appropriate conception of self-refutation is required. For
example, Passmore’s analysis of absolute self-refutation depends upon the contradictory nature of a particular thesis, Passmore [12], but it is not clear that this conception
of self-refutation would properly apply to a position such as dialethism that explicitly
countenances contradictions. Rather than a case of self-refutation, the contradiction
in question might represent an instance of self-consistency in dialethism. Since relativism likewise seems to countenance contradictions in a certain way, special care
must be taken with regard to the operative conception of self-refutation deployed
against relativism, else the purported contradiction might merely represent an instance of relativization consistent with the thesis of relativism.
Given these considerations, I propose that global relativism be understood as a
perspective that adopts a certain relative logic and locates itself as a particular perspective within that logic, with the further claim that all statements according to its
perspective are relative. I propose further that self-refutation with regard to such
relativism be understood as a demonstration that no perspective of global relativism
can be located within that logic, since there is no perspective within that logical
system according to which all statements are relative. Since there are multiple relative systems that could be adopted, self-refutation with regard to relativism would
need to show further that there is no logical system in which a perspective of global
relativism could be located.
Suppose then that a relativist were to adopt one of the five proposed relative systems as representing the logic of a claim of global relativism. Is that claim selfrefuting? This question depends upon whether that system can support a thoroughly
relativist perspective, namely, one in which for every sentence the relativity operator
rel./ holds true when applied to that sentence. For RL1, this evaluation proceeds
fairly easily. RL1 is not self-refuting in this regard, which can be proved as follows.
Theorem 3.1

There is an RL1 model in which vm .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛ for

some m.
Let hM; R; vi be an RL1 model as follows:
M D fm1 ; m2 g:
R D fhm1 ; m1 i; hm1 ; m2 i; hm2 ; m2 ig:
Let vm1 .si / assign values arbitrarily for every simple sentence si . Let vm2 .si / D 1
where vm1 .si / D 0 and vm2 .si / D 0 where vm1 .si / D 1. According to the theorem,
vm1 .rel.˛// D 1 for all ˛.
Proof

The proof proceeds by induction on the level of nesting of the relativity
operators, since by the formation rules for RL1, ˛ is either a simple sentence si or a
sentence of the form rel.ˇ/ or abs.ˇ/.
Base case: rel.˛/, where ˛ is one of s1 , s2 , s3 , : : :
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R
m1
m2
α is false
β is true
rel(α) is true
rel(β) is true

α is true
β is false
rel(α) is false
rel(β) is false

Figure 8 Model for Theorem 3.1.

According to the definition of v in the model:
If vm1 .si / D 1; then vm2 .si / D 0I
If vm1 .si / D 0; then vm2 .si / D 1I
m1 can access both m1 and m2 :
Therefore, for every basic sentence si , there are two perspectives, m1 and m2 accessible to m1 where vm1 .si / ¤ vm2 .si /, so vm1 .rel.si // D 1. This establishes
the base case for the first level, where ˛ is a basic sentence with no nested relativity
operators.
Inductive step: rel.˛/, where ˛ is either rel.ˇ/ or abs.ˇ/
Suppose that ˛ is rel.ˇ/, with some level of nested relativity operators in ˇ.
Then vm1 .rel.ˇ// D 1 for all ˇ, by the inductive hypothesis. Since m2 can access
only itself, in general, vm2 .rel. // D 0 for all , so vm2 .rel.ˇ// D 0. Therefore, there are two perspectives, m1 and m2 accessible to m1 where vm1 .rel.ˇ// ¤
vm2 .rel.ˇ//, so vm1 .rel.rel.ˇ/// D 1.
Suppose now that ˛ is abs.ˇ/. vm1 .rel.ˇ// D 1 for all ˇ, by the inductive
hypothesis, so vm1 .abs.ˇ// D 0. Since m2 can access only itself, in general,
vm2 .abs. // D 1 for all , so vm2 .abs.ˇ// D 1. Therefore, there are two perspectives, m1 and m2 accessible to m1 where vm1 .abs.ˇ// ¤ vm2 .abs.ˇ//, so
vm1 .rel.abs.ˇ/// D 1.
So if vm1 .rel.ˇ// D 1, where ˇ contains some level of nesting of relativity
operators, then vm1 .rel.rel.ˇ/// D 1 and vm1 .rel.abs.ˇ/// D 1 proving the
inductive step. Therefore, according to the model, vm1 .rel.˛// D 1 for all ˛.
So RL1 is not self-refuting, since there is a model in which there is a thoroughly
relativistic perspective, namely, m1 in the proof. However, since RL1 is a special
case of each of RL2 through RL5, as noted earlier, models structurally equivalent
to this RL1 model can also be used to demonstrate that these other relative systems
are also not self-refuting. So the following theorems can be proved using the same
essential model and the same technique as in Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2
There is an RL2 model in which vp .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛ for
some compound perspective p.
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There is an RL3 model in which vm;m0 .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛ for
some evaluating perspective m and some evaluated perspective m0 .
Theorem 3.3

Theorem 3.4
There is an RL4 model in which vp;p0 .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛ for
some evaluating context p and some evaluated context p 0 .
Theorem 3.5

There is an RL5 model in which vm .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛ for

some m.
While the RL1 model from Theorem 3.1 will suffice for the proofs of these theorems,
more complex models reflecting the advanced relativistic features of each system can
be devised to prove these theorems as well. The strategy for devising such models
can be generalized from the RL1 model, as follows. First, allow v to assign values to
simple sentences such that two perspectives directly contradict each other. Second,
allow the designated relativistic perspective full access to all perspectives, including
itself, but give the remaining nonrelativistic perspectives reflexive access only. Consequently, nonrelativistic perspectives will hold all sentences to be absolute, which
will therefore allow all sentences in the relativistic perspective to be relative at any
level of nesting of the relativity operators.5
However, it would be premature to conclude that relativism in general is therefore
not self-refuting, since there is a more sophisticated pattern of self-refutation argument that can be addressed by an analysis of these logical systems, a pattern that I
will call the For-x objection. The argument of this objection is that if the language of
each system is extended to allow it to express the valuations of sentences according
to particular perspectives, sentences concerning what is true or false for a perspective turn out to be absolute for all perspectives.6 None of the five proposed relative
systems has a language sufficiently powerful to express the valuation of sentences
according to perspective. So the languages of each of these systems will need to be
extended in order to evaluate this objection.
Accordingly, let the language of RL1 be extended to include an unlimited number
of names a1 , a2 , a3 , : : : , and a corresponding number of operators forx ./ where x is
one of the names, such as fora1 ./. The rules for well-formed sentences are extended
to include the following:
If ˛ is a sentence, then so is forx .˛/ for all operators forx ./:
The model structure for RL1 will likewise need to be extended to hM; I; R; vi where
I is an index function mapping each name an either to some member of the relativizing domain M or to the empty set (if M does not contain the empty set) in the event
that the name does not refer to anything in the relativizing domain. The semantics of
the forx ./ operators will be as follows:
vm .forx .˛// D 1 if and only if
(a) I maps x to some element m0 in the relativizing domain,
(b) m0 is accessible to m according to R, and
(c) vm0 .˛/ D 1;
and = 0 otherwise.
Clause (a) ensures that some perspective is successfully referenced in the forx ./
operator. Call clause (a) the reference condition. Clause (b) is needed since if one
entire perspective is not accessible to another in the valuation of the relativity operators, then it does not seem proper to allow the second perspective to be able to
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R
m1
m2

form2 (α) is true
rel(form2 (α)) is true

α is true
form2 (α) is true
m3

form2 (α) is false

Figure 9 Failure of For-x objection for true sentences in RL1CF.

discuss the values of sentences in the first perspective. Call clause (b) the accessibility condition. Clause (c) simply transmits the valuations of true sentences through
the accessibility relation. Call clause (c) the valuation condition.
Call this extended system RL1CF. Given this language extension, the For-x objection claims the following:
vm .abs.forx .˛/// D 1 for all ˛, all m, and all x:

(3)

I think this claim is not justified for all sentences. I think that RL1CF models can
easily be devised according to which all true sentences to which the forx ./ operator
is applied will be relative. The strategy is similar to the general strategy for finding
thoroughly relativistic models mentioned earlier. Designate one perspective to be
relativistic. Let a different, nonrelativistic perspective value each sentence such that
it and the relativistic perspective contradict each other. Let a different nonrelativistic
perspective value each sentence arbitrarily. Arrange the accessibility relations such
that the relativistic perspective can access all perspectives, including itself, but the
nonrelativistic perspectives can access only themselves. Consequently, since the accessibility condition fails in each nonrelativistic perspective with regard to the forx ./
operator with regard to other perspectives, the forx ./ operator can be valued true in
one perspective but false in another, allowing the relativistic perspective to hold the
forx ./ operator to be relative. This strategy is illustrated in Figure 9, where m1 is
the designated relativistic perspective.
Yet with regard to false sentences in RL1CF, the situation is quite different. Here
the valuation condition of the semantics for the forx ./ operator fails for all false
sentences, so it turns out that the application of the forx ./ operator to false sentences
becomes absolute. This can be proved as follows.
In every model of RL1CF, vm .rel.forx .˛/// D 0 for every m,
where I maps x to m0 and vm0 .˛/ D 0.

Theorem 3.6

Consider an arbitrary RL1CF model. Consider an arbitrary sentence ˛ and
an arbitrary m0 2 M where vm0 .˛/ D 0. Let I map a0 to m0 .

Proof
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Since the valuation condition (c) of the semantics for the forx ./ operator
in RL1CF fails, given that vm0 .˛/ D 0 by hypothesis, vm .fora0 .˛// D 0 for
every m. Therefore, for every m, there are no m00 and m000 where vm00 .fora0 .˛// ¤
vm000 .fora0 .˛//. So vm .rel.fora0 .˛/// D 0 for every m.
So the For-x objection succeeds against system RL1CF. Whereas the demonstrations
in Theorems 3.1 through 3.5 did not critically require the additional relativistic features of RL2 through RL5, it seems that these features might be required to evaluate
the For-x objection. Perhaps one of these systems will have sufficient relativistic
resources to refute the For-x objection. Consequently, those systems must likewise
be extended with suitable forx ./ operators.
I will discuss RL5 later, since it poses special problems with regard to this objection. Let the languages of RL2 through RL4 be extended as in RL1CF. Let the
semantics for the forx ./ operators in these systems be as follows:
(i) RL2CF : vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .forx .˛// D 1 iff
(a) I maps x to some compound perspective hm01 ; m02 ; : : : ; m0n i where each
m0i is an element from the corresponding relativizing domain Mi ,
(b) m0i is accessible to mi according to Ri for every i , and
(c) vm01 ;m02 ;:::;m0n D 1, and = 0 otherwise.
(ii) RL3CF : vm1 ;m2 .forx .˛// D 1 iff
(a) I maps x to some element m02 in the relativizing domain,
(b) m02 is accessible to m2 according to Rm1 , and
(c) vm1 ;m02 .˛/ D 1, and = 0 otherwise.
(iii) RL4CF : vp1 ;p2 .forx .˛// D 1 iff
(a) I maps x to some compound perspective p20 ,
(b) for every position i , where mi 2 p2 and m0i 2 p20 , m0i is accessible to
mi according to Ri;p1 , and
(c) vp1 ;p20 .forx .˛// D 1, and = 0 otherwise.
The semantics for each of the forx ./ operators contain three clauses similar to
the conditions for the forx ./ operator in RL1CF, namely, a reference condition,
an accessibility condition, and a valuation condition, as appropriate to the particular system. Since each system also contains a valuation condition that does not
differ significantly from the valuation condition of RL1CF, and Theorem 3.6 depends solely upon the valuation condition of RL1CF, the same general proof for
self-refutation against RL1CF in Theorem 3.6 will also apply with regard to RL2CF
through RL4CF, demonstrating that thoroughly relativistic perspectives cannot be
modeled in these systems, given the absoluteness of the application of the forx ./
operator to false sentences. Specifically, the following theorems can be proved.
In every model of RL2CF, vm1 ;m2 ;:::;mn .rel.forx .˛/// D 0 for
every compound perspective hm1 ; m2 ; : : : ; mn i, where I maps x to a compound perspective hm01 ; m02 ; : : : ; m0n i, and vm01 ;m02 ;:::;m0n .˛/ D 0.
Theorem 3.7

In every model of RL3CF, vm;m0 .rel.forx .˛/// D 0 for every m
and m0 , where I maps x to m00 , and vm;m00 .˛/ D 0.

Theorem 3.8

Theorem 3.9
In every model of RL4CF, vp;p0 .rel.forx .˛/// D 0 for every p
and p 0 , where I maps x to p 00 , and vp;p00 .˛/ D 0.
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So whereas the accessibility condition of the semantics for the forx ./ operators can
be used to generate models that avoid the For-x objection for true sentences, the valuation condition of those semantics enables the For-x objection to succeed against
false sentences. Furthermore, it would seem that the reference condition could likewise be used to prove the For-x objection against any model in these systems, if there
are names in the language that are not mapped to any perspective in the system. The
failure of the reference condition would force the forx ./ operators for unmapped
names to be valued false for every perspective in the system, thereby forcing those
forx ./ operators to be absolute. Yet since the use of the valuation condition for false
sentences is sufficient to prove the For-x objection for RL1CF through RL4CF, I
will not pursue any proofs on the basis of a failure of the reference condition. Therefore, it would seem that the forx ./ operator is fatal to global relativism. The novel
result here is that it is not the truths in a perspective that cause problems for global
relativism, but rather the falsehoods. The additional relativistic features of multiple relativities and relativized accessibility relations were insufficient to counter this
charge of self-refutation.
Perhaps, though, it may be thought that the addition of the forx ./ operator begs
the question against relativism, on the grounds of interpretive charity. If the proposed
relative systems turn out to be self-refuting only with the addition of the forx ./
operator, then perhaps the forx ./ operator is not properly part of the claim of relativism and therefore cannot be used to show that the relative systems are self-refuting.
While I think it is important to consider the countercharge of begging the question
against relativism, I do not think this particular countercharge succeeds. I would argue that it is precisely because of the claims of relativism that anyone would need
to speak of something being true for a perspective. An absolutist would have no
reason to introduce a forx ./ operator, because it would seem to introduce a vacuous contrast, since everything true is true for every perspective under absolutism,
and likewise for what is false. Consequently, not only does the introduction of the
forx ./ operator not beg the question against relativism, it seems to be an important
part of the claim of relativism, since the relativist perspective in which the doctrine
of relativism is enunciated must be able to talk about the valuations of sentences
according to different perspectives in order to articulate how the relativity operators work. If the original formulations of RL1 through RL5 resisted the charge of
self-refutation, it seems they did so only by suppressing certain features of relativism
whose consequences needed to be evaluated. It is the extensions of RL1 through RL5
including the forx ./ operator that should properly be proposed as candidate logics of
relativism. Unfortunately, the complications introduced in the normal systems RL2,
RL3, and RL4 seem to have been insufficient to resist the charge of self-refutation.
However, I have delayed discussing system RL5 and its extension including a
forx ./ operator. The problem with this system is that there are at least two viable
ways to formulate the semantics of the forx ./ operator in RL5CF. According to
the first option, since RL5 is similar to RL1 insofar as it lacks multiple relativities and relativized accessibility relations, the semantics for the forx ./ operator in
RL5CF could be the same as in RL1CF. If the semantics are formulated in this way,
there would still be a way in which a thoroughly relativistic perspective could appear
within RL5CF. Since nonnormal perspectives value the rel./ operator arbitrarily,
then let there be a nonnormal perspective that always values rel.forx .˛// D 1 for
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every ˛. Then this nonnormal perspective would be a thoroughly relativistic perspective that could refute the For-x objection.
This alternative might seem to be a fairly unartful dodge to escape the selfrefutation charge, but I think there is a more serious objection to be made against it.
While this alternative would appear to provide the logical model needed to counter
the charge of self-refutation, there is an argumentative problem with this strategy.
The five relative systems have been proposed as systems that a relativist might endorse as representing the logic of global relativism. As such, each system articulates
the behavior of the relativity operators within perspectives, one of which is understood to be a relativistic perspective. The problem is that if the relativistic perspective
were identified with a nonnormal perspective in which every sentence is arbitrarily
taken to be relative, then the putatively relativistic perspective would seem to belie
the very relativistic principles that it is articulating.7 Nonnormal perspectives are anarchistic in their treatment of the relativity operators, so if global relativism can only
be articulated from within a nonnormal perspective, then global relativism would
seem not to be relativism at all but anarchy or even blatant irrationality, as some have
thought. This would seem to be a straightforward kind of self-refutation, whereby the
claim of relativism ultimately undermines itself. Consequently, the global relativist
cannot properly claim that the thoroughly relativistic perspective is a nonnormal one.
It must be a normal perspective in which the behavior of the relativity operators is
exactly as relativism says it should be.
According to the second option, though, the presence of nonnormal perspectives
in RL5CF demands different treatment with regard to the semantics of the forx ./
operator from the treatment according to RL1CF. This differential treatment should
follow analogously to the treatment of the relativity operators. Let the semantics for
the forx ./ operator in RL5CF be as follows:
RL5CF : If m 2 N , then vm .forx .˛// D 1 iff
(a) I maps x to some element m0 in the relativizing domain,
(b) m0 is accessible to m according to R, and
(c) vm0 .˛/ D 1, and = 0 otherwise.
If m … N , then vm .forx .˛// is assigned arbitrarily.
If m is a normal perspective, then it adopts the semantics for the forx ./ operator as
in RL1CF, but if it is a nonnormal perspective, then it assigns values to the operator
arbitrarily, as it does for the relativity operators. Under this alternative, the For-x
objection fails in RL5CF, which can be proved as follows.
Theorem 3.10
There is an RL5CF model in which vm .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛
for some normal perspective m.

Let hM; N; I; R; vi be an RL5+F model as follows:
M D fm1 ; m2 g;
N D fm1 g;
I D fha1 ; m1 i; ha2 ; m2 i; ha3 ; ;i; : : : g;
R D fhm1 ; m1 i; hm1 ; m2 i; hm2 ; m2 ig:
Let vm1 .si / assign variables arbitrarily for every simple sentence si . Let vm2 .si / D 1
where vm1 .si / D 0, and vm2 .si / D 0 where vm1 .si / D 1.
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m2
(a2 )

normal

α is true
β is false
fora1 (α) is true
fora1 (β) is false
rel(fora1 (α)) is true
rel(fora1 (β)) is true

α is false
β is true
fora1 (α) is false
fora1 (β) is true
rel(fora1 (α)) is false
rel(fora1 (β)) is false

Figure 10 Model for Theorem 3.10.

The normal perspective m1 will value the rel./, abs./, and forx ./ operators
according to the semantics for normal perspectives in RL5CF, but the semantics
for nonnormal perspectives allow m2 to value those operators arbitrarily. Let the
valuation for m2 be as follows:
Let vm2 .rel.˛// D 1
Let vm2 .abs.˛// D 1
Let vm2 .forx .˛// D 1

where vm1 .rel.˛// D 0; and
vm2 .rel.˛// D 0 where vm1 .rel.˛// D 1:
where vm1 .abs.˛// D 0; and
vm2 .abs.˛// D 0 where vm1 .abs.˛// D 1:
where vm1 .forx .˛// D 0; and
vm2 .forx .˛// D 0 where vm1 .forx .˛// D 1:8

Consequently, the valuation of every sentence is contradictory between the two perspectives, even for the relativity and forx ./ operators. Then vm1 .rel.˛// D 1 for
every ˛ in the normal perspective m1 .
Proof

According to the definition of v for simple sentences s,
vm1 .s/ ¤ vm2 .s/:

According to the definition of v for the nonnormal perspective m2 with regard to the
rel./, abs./, and forx ./ operators,
vm1 .rel.ˇ// ¤ vm2 .rel.ˇ//;
vm1 .abs.ˇ// ¤ vm2 .abs.ˇ//;
vm1 .forx .ˇ// ¤ vm2 .forx .ˇ//;
for every ˇ.
So whether ˛ is a simple sentence or an application of the rel./, abs./, and
forx ./ operators, there are two perspectives, m1 and m2 accessible to m1 where
vm1 .˛/ ¤ vm2 .˛/, so vm1 .rel.˛// D 1 for every ˛.
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Note that since the valuation of the nonnormal perspective is always contradictory to
the normal perspective, this model can overcome the For-x objection based not only
on failure of the valuation condition, but also on the failure of the reference condition. If there is some x that does not name any perspective in the model, the normal
perspective will value the corresponding forx ./ operator false for every sentence,
but the nonnormal perspective will always value the forx ./ operator true in accordance with the model, thereby allowing the normal perspective to value that forx ./
operator to be relative, even on failure of reference.
This second alternative likewise might seem to be a dodge, an ad hoc maneuver
that is completely unmotivated except as a way to escape the self-refutation charge.
To the contrary, I would argue that this alternative is precisely what global relativism requires. For something to be relative, there must be a disagreement between
perspectives. Under global relativism, this disagreement should extend also to the
nature of relativism and to the behavior of the relativity operators. Given such a
disagreement, some perspectives cannot be expected to assign values to the relativity operators according to the semantic rules dictated by relativism. Consequently,
from a normal relativistic perspective, those deviant perspectives would seem to assign values to the relativity operators arbitrarily as nonnormal perspectives, though
there may be perfectly comprehensible rules for these valuations from within their
own perspectives.9 In this way, the use of a nonnormal system would seem to be
required by global relativism. Systems RL1 through RL4 might be suitable for more
restricted forms of relativism, and therefore the formulations of these systems was
not completely pointless, but RL5 seems conceptually more consonant with the radical nature of global relativism. If nonnormal perspectives can be justified in their
deviant valuations of the relativity operators in this way, then the same justification
can extend to the valuation of the forx ./ operator to counter the For-x objection. The
deviance in the semantics of these operators within nonnormal perspectives merely
represents the disagreement that relativism requires as a claim of radical difference
between perspectives applied reflexively to its own logic. The nonnormal semantics
simply provide a fairly elegant way to incorporate situations into a logical system
where that logic does not apply.10
This point may be pushed further by exploring an additional line of objection.
What about statements concerning whether relativism is self-refuting? If there is
some relative system that allows global relativism not to be self-refuting, then it may
seem that relativism is absolutely not self-refuting, and thereby self-refuting after
all. However, since there are four other systems in which a claim of global relativism
would be self-refuting, there seems to be some grounds for claiming that relativism
is only relatively self-refuting, relative to the system in which it is modeled. Yet
what about statements concerning whether relativism is self-refuting according to
system RL5CF? It would seem that these statements cannot themselves be relative
to a particular logical system.11
To address this latter objection, the question of expressibility must first be addressed. Just as the expressibility of the forx ./ operator in the languages of the
proposed relative systems affected the proper evaluation of the self-refutation charge
against the claims of global relativism, so will the expressibility of whether a particular system is self-refuting or not. If sentences concerning self-refutation are
evaluated merely as propositional parameters with no internal logical structure, the
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valuation of such sentences would be treated arbitrarily in the various relative systems without correlating such sentences to the conditions under which a system is
self-refuting. So the languages of the proposed relative systems must be extended
to include terms, operators, and predicates sufficient to express whether a particular
system is self-refuting or not, and the semantics of those systems must be specified.
Suppose this to be done. In RL1 through RL4 as well as in the normal perspectives in
RL5, the semantics for these new terms and operators can be assumed to be uniform
across perspectives. However, for nonnormal perspectives in RL5, those semantics
would be expected to be different, for precisely the same reasons that the relativity operators and the forx ./ operator had different semantics, namely, that global
relativism posits a disagreement even on the behavior of these terms and operators,
and this disagreement is represented within nonnormal perspectives. Consequently,
there may be nonnormal perspectives within an RL5 model that consider RL5 to be
self-refuting even though that system is not self-refuting with regard to thoroughly
relativistic normal perspectives in that same model, thus justifying the claim that
RL5 is only relatively non-self-refuting within an extension of RL5.
It might seem incoherent or at least bizarre that a perspective within a system
would hold a position on that system contrary to that system’s metatheory, but this
supposed incoherence seems not to take the perspectival nature of these systems
seriously. Within any of the proposed relative systems, there can be perspectives
that are thoroughly absolutist. From the absolutist perspective, that perspective is
not part of a relative system at all, but standing proudly and absolutely alone. Yet
that perspective’s judgment on itself does not preclude it from being included as a
subtheory within a relative system.12 Likewise, a nonnormal perspective holding
RL5 to be self-refuting would not consider itself to be part of RL5 at all, but would
consider itself to be standing proudly and deviantly separate from such self-refuting
nonsense. Yet this deviant attitude, deviant from a normal, thoroughly relativistic
RL5 perspective, does not preclude it from being included within an RL5 system.
What would seem to be incoherent is a perspective that held RL5 to be self-refuting,
while locating itself within an RL5 system, just as it would seem incoherent if a
perspective claimed itself to be thoroughly relativistic in a system that could not
support such a perspective, which is the effective nature of self-refutation with regard
to these relative systems. Yet whatever semantics are outlined for the extension of
the system for the terms and operators allowing the expressibility of self-refutation in
the language, these semantics would fall under the same kinds of arguments I have
outlined above showing that RL5 is not self-refuting even with the addition of the
forx ./ operator. So if semantics for a language expressing self-refutation could be
devised to extend these relative systems, the deviance of nonnormal perspectives in
an extension of RL5 should enable the construction of a model according to which
a sentence claiming that this very system is not self-refuting could be valued by a
normal perspective to be both true and relative.
4 Conclusion

Each of the five relative systems that were formulated to evaluate the charge of selfrefutation against relativism were shown to support thoroughly relativistic perspectives, but only with the omission of an operator expressing the valuation of sentences
within perspectives. With the addition of such an operator, only a nonnormal relative
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system could support a thoroughly relativistic perspective. Yet the claim of global
relativism seems precisely to require a nonnormal relative system for its formulation,
one in which the nature of relativity itself is allowed to be relative. From a formal
perspective, then, it seems that global relativism is not self-refuting after all. It is
simply not normal.
Notes
1. Indeed, Hales appreciates the need for such an explanation, but thinks it can be addressed
from within the single system he presents [5, pp. 37–39].
2. Therefore, the logic of relative systems does not seem to be a logic at all in a traditional
sense, since nothing can be proved using the logic. Rather, relative systems consist solely
of systems of semantics on which arguments can be based in some metalanguage.
3. There is a further question whether RL2 can be reduced to RL1, at least with regard to the
general relativity operators, since compound perspectives can be taken to form elements
of a single relativizing domain. The key question is whether there is a transformation of
the multiple accessibility relations in an RL2 system into a single accessibility relation in
an RL1 system that preserves the valuations of the two general relativity operators. I suspect that there are RL2 models where such a transformation is not available, particularly
with regard to reflexive elements among compound perspectives, since the valuation of
some specific relativity operators may rely critically on the inclusion of such reflexive
elements in the relation, while others may rely critically on the exclusion of such elements from the relation. A proof would be needed to substantiate this suspicion. Still,
since there clearly seems to be a need to model multiple kinds of relativity separate from
the general relativity operators, even if a reduction of RL2 to RL1 for the general relativity operators were possible on these grounds, that would not eliminate the theoretical
interest in RL2 systems.
4. See, for example, Lyons [7], MacFarlane [8] and [9].
5. I should note that this strategy is not completely satisfactory with regard to RL2 and RL4,
which model several kinds of relativity. The problem is that in order for a designated relativistic perspective in these systems to value every statement to be thoroughly relative,
it would seem that all the nonrelativistic perspectives must be identical. The evaluation
of statements according to compound perspectives across the various accessibility relations seems to undermine the attempt to make one perspective relativistic with all other
perspectives absolute. At some level of nesting of the relativity operators, it seems that
the valuation of the rel./ operator becomes false for all perspectives unless all absolute perspectives have identical subtheories. I have noticed this situation in attempting
to devise models for RL2 and RL4, though I have not formulated a proof. There may
be a relation between the number of kinds of relativity, the number of elements in the
relativizing domains, and the level of nesting at which statements start to become absolute, though I have not established such a relation yet. While the formal requirements for
relativity do not require a one-to-one relation between the relativizing domain and the
range of relativized subtheories, I have some suspicions concerning relativistic claims
in which many perspectives share the same subtheory. Although this situation does not
affect the argument here, it may prove to be significant for someone who might make
a claim of global relativism. Since there would indeed appear to be multiple kinds of
relativity that could and perhaps should be modeled together in a global system, the way
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that these multiple relativities seem to undermine global claims of relativity at certain
levels of nesting may prove problematic. In such a case, the relativistic claim would
need to argue either that the relativizing domain could be redefined to reduce the degree of agreement between perspectives, or that there is nothing suspicious about large
numbers of perspectives sharing the same theory.
6. This style of argument appears in Passmore [12, p. 68], Burnyeat [3, pp. 192–94], Putnam [14, p. 121], Pinto [13], Mosteller [11, p. 11], and Boghossian [2, pp. 54–57].
7. Indeed validity in a nonnormal system, which I have not considered in the formulation
of the proposed relative systems, is typically defined in terms of normal perspectives.
8. Note that these valuation conditions for m2 are well-defined, since the valuation of the
rel./, abs./, and forx ./ operators for m1 are stipulated to occur according to the semantics for normal perspectives prior to the valuation of these operators for m2 .
9. Perhaps Hales, with his alternative account of the behavior of the relativity operators as
duals, would count as inhabiting such a nonnormal perspective, as well as Margolis with
his antirealist conception of relativism, in Margolis [10].
10. Similarly, with regard to nonnormal logics of the modality of possibility, such logics
might be understood to incorporate situations where possibly the behavior of possibility
and necessity differs from the system being articulated, in other words, that the nature of
possibility is possibly different.
11. A comparable objection might be raised with regard to the contradictory nature of the
two relativity operators. Should not sentences expressing that contradictory nature be
absolute across all perspectives? The response is that they should not, because such
sentences require the expression of biconditional and negation operators, but the semantics for such operators were allowed to vary across perspectives. The argument concerning nonnormal perspectives that follows will apply likewise in this case. While I
have adopted a particular normal perspective in outlining the semantics for the relativity operators in this study, nonnormal perspectives cannot be expected to agree with my
perspective.
12. For a comparable point, see van Haaften [4].
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